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A NEW,  GENERAL THEORY OF PUSTICITY 

FOR STRUCTURAL METAL ALLOYS 

James F, Bell 
Professor of Solid Moohanios 
The Johns Hopkins Univt-rsity 

Prefaoe 

Durinc tho five-yoar interval of this final report, a vory 

laree anoimt of research in theory and ezporinent was porforned 

vrhioh culminated in the dieoovery, presented in the report which 

follows, that the years of research on the larce dynamic and 

quasi-static deformation of twenty-seven different fully annealed 

netals served as the fundamental basis for the derivation of the 

~«3neral plasticity of the important structural metal alloys. 

Because of the importance of the final result and tho 

fact that much of the work of the first years of this contract 

•were contributory to its achievement, I have decided here to 

summarize the important aspects of the research on tho fully 

annealed motals in the introduction and devoto the major portion 

of the work to their extension to the description of the structural 

metal alloys.  For completeness, however, I shall list some of 

these individual areas of research, the results of which are 

appearing in journal publications or have appeared in my Handbuch 

dor Physik treatise of 1973. They include aj own research and that 

of my doctoral students. 

1. Further study of incremental waves with dynamic pre-strcsc, 

2. H, Moon's experimental and theoretical study of annealed 

aluminum for non-proportional loading bolow the first 

critical strain. 

3. Further detailed study of the unloading waves. 

4. The study of annealed aluminum and copper for proportional 

and non-proportional loading paths which provided the 

base for the alloy research, 

5» Further sttidieB of dynamic plasticity in the vicinity 

of the melting point in urtnealed aluminum. 

6, Elastic wave reflection experiments by Professor TJ. Hartman. 

7. An extensive experimental study of reflections of plastic 

waves at an elastic boundary. 

- ifaCiäDINO PAOB BLAMf-NOT FIIMSD 



8, An experimental and theoretical study of annealed 

aluminum undergoing doub?.e compression« 

9. A detailed study of the inhoraoßeneous deformation of 

the grains of aluminum multiorystals undergoing 

statistically parabolic large deformation, 

10, An experimental study rf the effoots of varying the 

prior annealing and deformation of aluminum as 

affecting tho parabolic generalization on subsequent 

xeloadlng. 

11. Experimonts chosen to further explore the second-order 

transition phenomena in large deformation. 

All of the studies above were carried to completion during 

the interval of this contract.    They have indeed provided the 

background for tho continuing resccirch on the structural metal alloys 

described here. 

Although it is certainly true that much remains to be dona 

in extending the general theory of plasticity to a more extensive 

lisx of alloys,in comprehending some of the details, and in further 

studying the wave propagation,  interaction, reflection,  etc, in 

these "as-roceived" hardened metals,  it is t1 ought that the historic 

problem of determining general constitutive equations for structural 

motal alloys subject to arbitrary loading has hecu resolved.      The 

major problems now lie in applied mechanics and design, 

Acloiovled-emcnts 

Tho labors in this  ros^arcn of Faith Moockel and Janes 

P.andall,  rosoarch assistants,  and j-.ajendra Khamralhar, graduate 

student,   as troll as those of earlier participants in tho vorlc arc 

much appreciatod. 

vi 
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A NEW,   GENERAL THECRY OP PLASTICITY" 

POR STRUCTURAL METAL ALLOYS 

James P. Bell 
Professor of Solid Meohanios 
The Johns Hopkins University 

Introduction 

The theory of plasticity for structural metal alloys to 

bo presented here is one which came entirely from the study of the 

patterns revealed in hundreds of experiments of a creat many types. 

It is ray  opinion that experiments in three dimensions, when available, 

will correlate with the completely generalized theory.  In fact, 

evidence is available irom my earlier three-dimensional studies of 

the development of plastic waves close to impact surfacos, that the 

present theory indeed does correlate with observation. 

The main body of experiment from which the present. theory 

for structural metal alloys was developed is two dimensional. 

Therefore, I shall present the new developments within the bounds of 

the experimental situations considerod up to this point in time. 

This means, that for all experiments, including the 25C0 from my 

laboratory, at least one normal stress component is zero. Whether 

in microseconds during wave propagation after high velocity impact 

or in quasi-static experiments lasting three or more weeks, five 

physical situations have been studied. 

The five physical situations studied are? 

1« The axial loading of solid cylinders, which includes 

the symmetrioal impaot of identical specimens in free flight to study 

finite amplitude wave propagation by means of diffraction gratings; 

the quasi-static loading of polycrystalline speoimena; and the axial 

loading of single crystals with known initial orientations to determine 

the resolved shear stress, resolved shear strain response function. 

2, The loading of thin-walled tubes in any combination of 



axial stress and torsional shear, with simultansoua intamal prsssxir« 

to produce a tangential stress component,  Suoh thin-walled oylinders 

also have been submitted to tensile and oompreseive impact to study 

the propagation of finite amplitude waves* 

3* Two-dimensional compression, sometimes called double 

compression, in which an axial load is appliod on a oubio specimen 

on one pair of oube faces, a seoond load is applied perpendicularly 

on a seoond pair of cube faces of Just the proper amount to maintain 

zero strain in that direction, and a third pair of cube faces is 

free of stress but permitted to deform. 

4« Tension and compression tests performed on specimens 

removed from rolled plates at a variety of angles from the rolling 

direction, including that perpendioular to the plate, 

5,    Relatively thin cantilever beams subjected to large 

deflection. 

The maximum number of stress components simultaneously 

considered in any of those physical situations was trree; at least 

one normal stress component was zero,  Within the frauework of 

those measuremonts, however; (a) ambient temperatures have been 

varied over nearly the entire temperature soale, to 0,95 T I 

(b) maximum strains were from infinitebimal elastic, values to 60^} 

(c) strain rates have ranged from 10  to 10 , i.e., a range of a 

million millioni (d) specimen purities have varied from alloys to 

metals of 99»999$ purity; (e) polyorystals with five different 

crystal structures and oubio single crystals with initial orienta- 

tions over the entire stereographic triangle were studied; 

(f) impact velocities included values from infinitesimal elastio 

to 25000 cm/sec; (g) investigations were made of many different 

prior deformation, thermal,, and chemical histories; (h) specimens 

were of various grain sizes, diameters, and lengths; (i) many 

different boundary conditions were chosen to explore in plas*io , 

waves the problems of initiation, growth, propagation, reflection, 

interaction, etc. 

As indicated above, the only truly three-dimensional 
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problem» In plasticity whioh I have atxidied are the initiation 
and growth of plastic «avea in the first diaaeter of an impaoted 
cylinder; *  In'a number of papers Z doaoribed thla prooess in great 
detail. * '^'^f^     Those results are not part of the development 
Sista        bare. 

In the work described belov,   &* * f <r- t an^    s "'<J"xy 
are defined in experiment as,  respeotively,  the axial stress,  the 
direction of whioh is maintained throughout the experiment) the 
tangential stress which remains perpendicular to the axial component 
throughout the test).and the torsional sh^ar stress in the twisting 
of thip-walled tubes«     In every instance, no matter how large the 
strain,  these stresses are defined with respect to the undeformed 
configuration} i.e., they are nominal or engineering stresses. 

The extensional strains,  C     i  e     »  c      »    an'i the 
torsional shear strain      -^   •   - ^y     are direotionally coincident 
with the corresponding stresses,      Tiese strains also are defined 
with respect to the undeformed configuration. 

For the hollow tube,  where    r      is the mean radius    and '       m 
r  and r. are the outer and inner radii, JL     is the initial 
o      i vo 

length, &   is the measured angle of twist, and P is the applied 

torque around the speoiman axis, we have £q. (1) 

S ■ r« e 
a-tr^Vr.-n) ' Xo CD 

The choice.of stress definition and strain measurer of 

course, is arbitrary.  The advantage here of choosing engineering 

stress and strain components ir that it has revealed a great 

simplification, which has been discovered both for theory and for 

experiment.  Inoompreasibility is pot assumed since, as these 

experiments amply have demonstrated. 

e%  + ey   + €z    - o (2) 



For Internal pressure - tension in hollow tubes, the 

ratios of 61 /^     from 0 to 1 have been oonsidered.  For the 

double oompression of cubes, <f- A-   • i .  For oonbined axial - 

torsion loading with 6"2  - «5^ • 0, oombinations of stress ratios 

from simple tension or simple oompression to simple torsion have 

been studied foi- proportional and for non-proportional loading« 

The ohoioe of a generalized stress and generalized strain 

for large deformation must be commensurate with all loading paths 

oonsidered, inoluding simple axial loading and simple torsion. To 

the experimsntists, a satisfactory generalized stress is given in 

Eq. (3). 

[    s yf  I •■/ * f* - 6x<;y  + lS* (3) 

As will be shown below, the study of non-proportional 

loading paths for fully annealed pure metals and for structural 

metal alloys has shown that the generalized strain must be 

determined j 

in Eq. (4). 

(*) 
determined from integration along the strain path,  / as given 

r - J ^O'^r^JV^r-)' 
(4) 

For proportional loading, Eq» (4) may be integrated to 

provide Eq. (5), 

p - 1/ < * < + *: * ^       (5) 

(*) A single exception was discovered by H. Moon    for very small 
plastic strains in fully annealed aluminum.      Moon found that 
the integrated form of Eq. (3) was applicable during 
non- proportional loading.   His constitutive equations for 
non-proportional loading are incremental, with the incremental 
strain Vector not perpendicular to the loading surface. ' 
However,  for strains above the order of 1% in this solid, 
Eq. (4) must be integrated along the strain path, as in all 
other known situations* 

l4 



From the statement fron ezperlnsnt of Eq. (2), this may be written 

r = f*   \l «7  ♦ *y   + <rw£v Z ? 

Unless speoifioslly designated, in experiments oonsidering 

either dynamic or quasi-statio unloadln^i  All the results here ar^ 

for monotonioally inoreasing or non-decreasing generalized stress, 

dT .> 0 .        The range of strain for quasi-static loading has been, 

from   0    to    0,60   for axial loading in tension and in, compression, 

0 to 0,30   for the. simple torsion of thin-walled tubes,    0*13    in 

double compressionf and simultaneous aaxlaa of   0*14   in tension 

and   0*24   in torsion for combined tension-torsion loading.      The 

maximum measured compresslpn strain in my studies of plastic wave 

propagation has been    0*23, oorxs.^ponding in annealed aluminum to 

a projectile velocity of    23000 om/seo«      The maximum strain rates 

have been    23000/8eo measured in the vicinity of the impact face. 

This study of the large deformation of structural metal 

alloys,  including a number of high-strength steel and aluminum 

alloys, has shown that there exist two distinct, well-defined 

regions of plasticity,  separated by an equally well-defined boundary. 

There are thus two yield, surfacest      an inner yield surface at the 

end of linear elasticity,  and an outer yield surface at the end of 

the intermediate elastio-plastic region»      This discovery is 

analogous to but different from the earlier discovery of two 

yield surfacee first observed by E. Moon    in his doctoral research 

in this laboratory in 1973«      Moon's observations were pade during 

the reloading after unloading of a fully annealed metal, whereas 
the outer yield surface for the metal alloy is a fixed de terminable 

boundary, not related to a previous unloading or loading« 

The first plastic region, bounded by the inner yield 

surface or the end of linearity and by "the outer yield surface 

or the beginning of total plasticity, 1 have found is an elastio- 

plastic region which I have chosen to designate as the intermediate 

plastic region«      This name is ohos^n to be historically jupt to 

Henri Tresoa. and to James Quest who,  in the l870*s and 1900, 

respectively,  protested that the developing theories in ideal 

plasticity denied its existence* 

The second plastic region,  which I have designated as 



the totally plastio region, !■ bounded by the outer yield aurfaoe 

and the ultimate etreee.  It ie iuportant to point out that nuoh 

of the controversy surrounding the interpretation of yield surfaces, 

including the normality to the yield surface of the strain increment 

vector, has arisen beoause the properties of the inner and outer 

yield surfaces are markedly different«  Since preparation of 

specimene can alter the location of these yield surfaces, 

contrasting earlier experimental results are easily understood. . 

Pig. 1 is a schematic diagram of these oonoepts in axial loading« 

t ELASTIC- 
PLASTIC 
REGION 

'V 

TOTALLY PLASTIC REGION 

?C 

LINEAR 
■ ELASTIC 
REGION 

Outer Yield Surface 

Inner Yield Surface 

FM 

To develop a general statement from experiment for the 

response function for the "as-received" structural metal alloy, it 

is essential to trace briefly my previously established results in 

theory and experiment for the fully annealed polycrystal«  The 

new theory of plasticity for the metal alloys is derived directly 

from those results in terms of the dominant component of the metal 

alloy«  This brief statement regarding those earlier studies is 

fully supported in experiment and has been described in numerous 



papers, In a monograph In 1968 for tha Sparingar Traota in Natural 
Philosophy entitled The Phyaioa of Large Deformation of Cryetalline 
Solide,,  and in a treatise in 1973 in Springer-Verlag* e Handbuoh der 
Phyeik, Vol. Vla/l, entitled "The Experimental Foundations of Solid 

Q 

Meohanioe." The Handbuoh volume includes a bibliography of 
ay earlier papers and thoee of ray former doctoral students. 

To state that it is possible to predict in detail the 
entire response function from zero strain to the ultimate stress 
of,  say,  1095 quenched and tempered tool steel or 7075-T6 aluminum 
in the as-repeived condition,  from measurement of the resolved 
shear stress, resolved shear strain response function of single 
crystals of the dominant component, requires the delineation of 
more than a little experimental development«      Experiment does 
bear out that suoh indeed is the fact« 

We therefore begin with the parabolic response, function, 
of the stage III deformation of the cubic single crystal, £q. (6), 

^ -& Or-n)* (6) 

or, in incremental form, Bq, (7)» 

jr - 
a td^r 

^a (7) 

A decade and a half of the study of the properties of the 

parabola coefficients {Z     in Eq. (6) has been described fully in 
7 8 

tb" monograph and treatise referred to above. '    From many 

hundreds of experiments, thope in the general literature and those 

performed in this laboratory, we seet 

^s    . (ff'-utf) ß. fi-T/O 
(8) 

where   B    « O.O052   is a dimensionless universal constant shown by 



experiment to be oownon to over 30 orystalline solidBj ^U (0) la 

the measvire^ shear aodulua of the iaotroplo solid at the aero point | 

r > ly 2f 3V ... la the Integral index of a diaorete distribution 

of deformation modes of oxystalline aollda)  T Is the ambient 

temperature and T  is the melting pointy both in degrees Kelvin. 

The oomparison of several hundred measured response 

functions for polyorystalline solids with an equal number of 

stage III resolved shear response functions for oubio single crystals 

revealed that when all stresses and strains are referred to the 

undeformed configuration, the aggregate ratios of Bq, (9) characterize 

the entire group of oubio solids studied. 

~Zf— dp »here C - 2.50     (9) 

From Eq. (7) we obtain for the fully annealed polyerystal 

the incremental parabolic form of Eq. (10). 

dr   = f1 fi* do) 

Per the fully annealed polyerystal,  the integrated form may be 

written simply aa Eq. (ll). 

T - R * ^  (r - rh f (ii) 

where   P.     is the intercept of the parabola on the strain abscipsa, 
with   P,   • 0    for all dynamic tests in the fully annealed metal, 

and   \   .■x 0   for the initial parabola for quasi-otatic testing.    To obsorvo 

parabolicity in experimontal data it is neeesaary to note only that in the 

T2 vs   P     plot of Eq.(l2), 

TA = t* &* (r -rk) (i2) 



the reeponpe function will appear a« a straight line whose slope iß 

K     Ps      ••      IlluBtrations of this behavior are shown in Pigs. 2, 

3, 4f and 5. 
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In all these tests ve note the presence of seoond-ordpr 

transitions whloh I first dlsoovered In lapaot testa In 1939-60» 

Intensively studied during the next eight years,  and first deaoribe I 

In detail In the 1968 monograph   referred to above«     These are 

seoond-order transitions,  or dlsoontlnultles ir the elope«    Over 

ro thousand experiments performed In this laboratory slnoe I960 

1 ave shown In detail that the slopes of the individual members of 

this sequence involve a change of th» mode Index, r , of Eq. (6)« 

As with Bridgman who In the 1930*0 and 1940's first found 

seoond-order transitions in the, hydroptatio compression of several 

solids Including nickel, rubber, etc.,  the second-order transitions 

which I have discovered in large distortional deformation also 

occur at fixed strains«       Hnen second-order transitions are found, 

they occur in a.well defined sequence of eight critical strains 

or shear angles« 

Prom the statistical study of the results of hundreds 

of tests which provided from thirty to over sixty determinations 

of each critical strain for both single and polyorystals over the 

whole range of proportional and non-proportional loading paths, 

I found that thess or^vical strains occur in the form given in 

Eq.  (13)« 

r - — f^-f* ' *        r*   {  3 I 
(13) 

where   N - 0,  2, 4,  6, 8,  10,  13, 18. 

In Table I the values determined for the generalized 

„    are tabulated and may t 

tions given in Pigs.    2, 3,  4»  sni. 5, 

strain    M „    are tabulated and may be compared with a few illuatra- 

11 



TABLE I. 

TRANSITION STRAINS 

N AN s r
R YN 

0 1.000 0.577 0.707 1.766 

0.667 0.385 0.471 1.178 

0.444 0.257 0.314 0.786 

0.296 0.171 0.209 0.523 

0.198 0.114 0.140 0.349 

10 0.132 0.076 0.093 0.233 

13 0.072 0.341 0.051 0.125 

18 0.026 0.015 0.018 0.046 

Setting f     - S - 0 , the seriee of oritioal straine for 

axiai loading    6"       may be determined from a knowledge of    '    N • 

The values for this ppeoial oase exe included in Table I.      Similarly 

for 6" „ - <5^     ■ 0 ,  the eequenoe of oritioal strains   .4 ^ for 

simple torsion may be obtained.     We note that the largest value 

for   N ■ 0   oorresponds to a shear angle of   45    ,  a fact of no small 

signifioanoe in understanding the structure of this critical strain. 

Finally, frpm the, aggregate ratio, since  Y N    may be 

determined from   1"^ ,  i.e.,     Y^ - K 1"^ f we nu^ calculate the 

critical values   T -    for the single crystal resolved shear strain. 
H 

These also are included in Table I. 

In Bologna, Italy in the fall of 1970, while contrasting 

experimental results in the large deformation of fully annealed netals 

from this laboratory with those of several other investigators,  in 

particular while "de-true-ing" the measurements of Evan A. Davis    on 

copper and steel tubes in 1943-45, I discovered constitutive equations 

in the two-dimensional domain for nominal stress and nominal strain. 

12 

  



In the original form, these oanetltutlv» equations were United to 

proportional loading save for a fev non-proportional loading testp 

in fully annealed aluminum.      The deformation of the latter paths, 

as is now knovn and as will be shown below, is approximated olosely 

by deformation type response functions applicable to proportional 

loading. 

In the past several years a large number of experiments 

have been performed in fully annealed metals with many different 

loading paths ohosen to aaoertain whether inoremental type or 

deformation type oonstitutive equations are applicable.      The results 

for the fully annealed metals are decisive • 

In general, the oonstitutive equations are incremental, 

but of course they may be readily integrated to provide deformation 

type response functions for proportional loading.      It should be noted 

that for engineering purposes,  for a large class of non-proportional 

loading paths,  the use of deformation type constitutive equations will 

closely approximate observation.     This is perhaps one of the reasons 

for the previous controversy over different experimental results. 

Whether the generalized strain is obtained by integrat- 

ing along the strain path for completely general loading paths or 

by the direct use of   M  in Eq, (5) for proportional loading, the 

aggregate ratios for Eq,  (9) and the parabolic response.for the 

generalized stress and strain of Eq. (10) are unchanged. 

For general loading paths in the fully annealed metals in the 

two-dimensional domain for «fMeh    <5"     ■ 0 ,  we have Eqs.  (14). 

The corresponding intPejratac  form for, proportional loading is 

given in Eqs, (15) where    €1 ,   , etc., designates the intercept 

on the strain abscissa for the particular domain of strain 

oonsidered. 
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CEWERAL LOAIOG PATHS mOVORTLOSAL LOABENG PATHS 

3R'  (?/ ' " 3^V5' 

d<fy 

X b 

+       ^y b 

(14) (15) 

Por   6"     - 0   we have  the situation for tho simultaneous 
tension-torsion of a thin-walled tube for which the second and third 
of the incremental equations (14) merely state that    d <<•    - d<5       ■ 
—    ——*-   •        For this situation for any loading path, the 

incremental strain vector d^ /j>u     becomes Eq. (16). 

(16) ^6*     _     s 

We thus expect for the fully annealed solid that the 

normality condition will hold,  A single exception for very small 

plastic, strain in fully annealed aluminum has been observed by 

H. Moon, as is footnoted on page 4 above« 

For the comparison of the fully annealed polyorystalline 

response function with the resolved shear response function of the 

single crystal, the most important situation is that for which 
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^.      ■ S ■ 0 ,  for which the aggregate ratio of Eq. (9) becomes 

that of Eq. (17). 

S-   . m    -     4 r where s ■ ff *   - 3.06   (17) 

The value of m - 3.06 is nu: ^rioally equivalent to that 

obtained by G. I. Taylor11"^ 1939 and by Bishop and HiU^in their 

reconsideration of his theory in 1951»  Theeo theories, however, 

do not provide the observed k of Eq, (9) for more general loading 
17 states.    T. Dawsop     in his doctoral research in this laboratory 

several years ago, reexamined the Taylor theory to include not only 

continuity but also stress equilibrium!    he obtained aggregate ratios 

which differed from experiment in all instances,  including the ratio 

for the value of   m . 

It is my opinion that the past difficulty in correlating 

experiment and theory lies primarily in the implicit assumption of 

homogeneous strain always heretofore made.      Measurements 
referred to in the preface of this report show that this assumption 

is seriously in error,  but, nevertheless,  for axial loading,  the value 

is indeed   m ■ 3.06    for every one of the large number of crystalline 

solids for which such comparisons have been made. 

In recent research, not included in this report, I have 

succeeded in formulating a new theory of the aggregata for wfaioh 

inhomogeneous deformation is permitted,  and in which individual 

crystallite stresses and strains and their sum may be deterrainod 

from a single resolved shear response function which applies to 

the bounded crystal.      In the. present report, in my earlier work, 1^*21 

and in the theories of Taylor, Bishop ^ind Hill,  and Dawson,  the 

comparison is between the aggregate and the free, unbounded single 

crystal. 

Introducing Eq. (6)  and Eq. (7) for the unbounded single 

crystal into Eq, (17)  provides for the axial loading of the polycrystal, 

Sqs. (18) and (19). 
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6"        -     m 
'/a 

X. rÄ ^ (19) 

The strain   «f^,     is the intercept on the strain absoissa,.     For , 
all dynamic tests,    $y,   - 0 .      For fully annealed metals,   (5^.   f 

which.easily may be determined from measurement, is exceedingly 
small. 

The resolved shear stress, resolved shear strain for 
the shear deformation of the single crystal of Eq, (6) is calcu- 
lated from axial tension or compression in a specimen whose 
initial orystallographio orientations are known from x-ray 
measurement.      This is the response function for the free single 
crystal.      The key to the main discovery reported upon here for 
the structural metal alloys is that when for simple axial testing 
the resolved shear response function of Eq,  (6) is compared in 
terms of the aggregate ratios of Eq. (17), the value of   m    is 
increased,  compared to the value obtained for the fully annealed 
metal.      Designating this new ratio as    M ,  we have Eq, (20), 

M    -   TNJJS (20) 

whore   ^ JJ " 1 + ^ N * 

With each of the many metal alloys which have been 
studied,   the value of   /*>       in Eq,  (20) is a material constant 
independent of the type of test, independent of the shape of the 
specimen, whether it be a bar,  a tube, or a plate, and independent 
of whether or not the loading paths are proportional or non-proportional. 
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Theory of Plaatlolty for Struotural Matftl Alloys 

During the last    year of the five-year oontraot for which 

this is the final report, I began a eyatematio effort to oonsider 

whether or not a general theory of plasticity for the fully annealed 

solid,  briefly outlined above, was ip any way ^ztendible to ptruotural 

metal alloys suoh as 1093 tool steel, HF-1 pteel, mild steel, or 

aluminum alloys such as. 7075-rT6 and 6061-T6,  and coppar alloys suoh 

as hardened alpha-brass,  etc.        All these metals were tested in the 

"as-reoeived" oondition except for 1095 *OOl steel and HF-l steel which had 

to be annealed in order to machine speoimens, but subsequent quenching 

and tempering produced the original metal« 

The experiments performed were many and of many types. 

They included diffraction grating measurements of wave profiles 

during propagation of plastic waves, measurements of the time of 

contact and coefficient of restitution in a symmetrical free-flight 

impact,  and quasi-static measurements in thin-walled tubes for many 

different types of proportional and non-proportional loading pfiths. 

The results of this work far exceeded the original expectation,   for 

in every instance, without exoeption,  the theory and conceptp which 

I had developed in nearly 25 years of research with B, H, L,,  the 

Army Research Office, and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research 

have been shown to be essential for the understanding of the large 

deformation of the structural metal alloy*     The deformation from 

zero strain to ultimate stress for.any arbitrarily chosen loading 

path now can be completely defined« 

As the experimental data accumulated, it became obvious 

that there were two regions of plastic deformation.      In the discussion 

above it was pointed out that the intermediate region of elastic-plastic 

deformation is bounded by an inner yield surface and an outer yield 

surface and that the second totally plastic.region is bounded by the 

outer yield surface and the ultimate stress. 

Denoting   TY    and   /   Y    as the generalized stress and strain 

at the inner yield surface or the end of linearity in small deformation, 
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and   TN    and   I „    as the generalized stress and measured strain 

at the outer yield surface or the boundary between thp intermediate 

elastio-plastio region and the totally plastic region, we find from 

experiment for both proportional and non-proportional loading paths 

that in the intermediate elastio-plastio region for the structural 

metal alloy the aggregate ratio of Eq.  (9)  for the fully annealed 

metal beuomes Eq.  (21), 

~^ " AV (2!) 

where    ^\   „ ■ 1 +   c   N      is the parameter introduced in Eq, (20), 

For the totally plastio region in generalized stress and 

strain,  experiment has shown that the aggregate ratios of Eq,  (9) 

become Eq,  (22), 

A comparison of the, incremental form of Eq, (7)  provides for the 

intermediate region, Eq, (23), 

A!   K ' ?* (23) 
d r =       , _, 

'H 

and for the totally plastio region, Eq,  (24), 

l   p       - ^^   dT  (24) 

These equations may be integrated in their respective 

regions of strain providing,  from Eq,  (23),  Eq,  (25)  for the 

intermediate region, 

and Eq,  (26) for the totally plastic region. 

(25) 
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^'^   (r-rc ^f >^ p ^ Pc (26) 

where   P N - fV2 ^ N • 

Tw    at the c ter ylej.d surfaoe which bounds the second plastic 

region at   P •  P -    is given,  from Ekj. (26),  as Eq. (27). 

Va 
Letting   ^  - K    ^j  the parabola coefficient for the fully 

annealed metal,  and designating    ^?       as the parabola coefficient in 

Eqs.  (25)  and (26)  for the metal alloy,  we have Eq.  (28), 

When the experimental values of    T    and   P  have been determined 

for an arbitrary loading path,   they may be plotted in two ways:    in a 

(T - TY)      vs     P    plot from which the observed constant slope will 

provide the value of    (\   for the intermediate region;    and in a 

T    vs   I      plot from which the observed constant slope of the straight 

line will provide the value of    /S*      for the totally plastic region. 

In general,  these two measured parabola coefficients are identical. 

Prom the original parabola coefficients,   ßs     ,  for the single 

crystal, Eq,  (8),  we find that knowing the ambient teraperature,  the 

melting point,  and   ^<(0),  a sequence of parabola coefficients for 

the integral indices   r   provides from the fully annealed metal 

a value for   (*   for the dominant component of the metal alloy.    Again, 

it is solely from experiment that the following result is obtained. 

With    p    known, the measurement of   T,T    as the beginning of 
2    m 

parabolioity in the totally plastic region in a  T vs P plot, 
2     i—i 

or as the end of payabolioity in a (T - IL.)  vs " plot for the 

intermediate region, provides a value of ^\ .. frtm experiment 

[Eq, (27)J.  The value so determined must be compatible with the 
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observed value of    fi .. % i.e.- the slope of the measured straight 

line portion of the stress squared vs strain plot*        When these values 

are oompatible,  as they have been in every instance in over one hundred 

experiments performod to determine     ^ -   for   16    structural metal 

alloysi  then the value of     ^\„    may be determined for the genoral 

statements of Eq.s.  (25)  and (26), 

Before examining the data which reveal that a precise value 

of    ^\ j.    is indeed associated vith each metal,  irrespective of the 

typo of test or loading path, it is worth while to look a little more 

closely at the nature of this calculation of    ^ ,,  . 

2    n In the T  vs |  plot, the intermediate region ia clearly 

not a straight line,  HoKever, from the dlffereitiatior. of Eq,, (25) 

one may obtain the slope of such a plot at any value of T including 

that at the boundary between the two regions, T-T , as is civen in 

3q. (29). 

^1 T; ft 
p. - rrT y> (29) 

A comparison of the slope on one side of tho outer yield 

surface and   p for the totally plastic region will reveal the 

sharp discontinuity    at      which parabolicity begins in the totally 

■olastic rc~ion.      One of the important values of    /\ „ • as will be a 
shown immediately below, is that which charactorizes 606l-T6 aluminum, 

5083-K131 aluminum, hardened alpha-brass, and hardened copper, for 

example, and which has tho value 5^ M " 1.385 •  In Pic. 6 we soo 

that for uniaxial loading, »nere 6~  =3 = 0, whero for tho node 

index r - 1 , (^ of  fully annealed aluminum is given as 

(?   m  6,86 x Kr psi; for r = 2,  ^ - 5.6 x 104 psi; and for 

r = 3, {? *  4.57 x 104 pai, wo have from Eqs, (2?) and (28), tho 

three calculated curves shown in tho 6" vs (T plot. 
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The calculated values of (T.        at the outer yield surface are 
shown.      Also shown, is the slope in atf**^ vs     c     plot from the 
intermediate region,  i.e., Eq, (29) for only 6"   #   0 . 

First, wf note that these slopes are markedly different at 
the boundary which,  as will be shown in the axperinental data below. 

Second, we note that the values 
is 

changed by unity that, there is,no possibility of confusion in these 
determinations.      And, finally, we observe that with such large 

differences present in these determinations,  the compatibility 

may be specified with precision. 
2 

of 6)^ differ by such a magnitude when the mode index   r 
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between yaluee of ^ N , elmultaneouBly determined from Eqs. (27) 

and (28), establlebes tbe applicability of tbe concept of.tbe plastio 

deformation of metal alloys dlsoovered from this research. 

On the follctrf.ng.paeea,! shall provide many illustrations 

of different loading paths, etc.,.for each, of the 16 metal alloys 

thus far studied.  At this point, however, I shall summarize the 

results to facilitate the overview of the data. 

The first and most important fact, as indicated above, is 

that the value of ^ „ or correspond, .igly 6" j, is a fixed material 

constant for each metal alloy. The second important fact is that when 

the 7\ JT'S are determined from Eqs, (2?) and (28), the calculated 

values of (5~ ,T fall with great precision into the sequence of 

critical strains 6" ,T  shown in Table I,  What is remarkable about 

this recent discovery is that the f «'s ars stable values defining 

the state of a given metal alloy, and they are identical with the 

critical strains observed in the fully annealed solid, i.e., tbe 

strains at which second-order transitions occur for the monotonically 

increasing large deformation of the fully annealed metal and the 

single crystal«   Thus it becomes obvious that it is essential to 

comprehend this quantized phase and second-order transition structure 

before developing any general theory of plasticity purporting to 

deal with the physical facts* 

For example, tbe second-order transition structure for 

the fully annealed metal, as well as the raising of the elastic 

limit Tr. for the metal alloy, can give rise tp an apparent 

viscosity in the sense of an increase of. stress, when the underlying 

response function in fact is non-viscous, and the observed increase 

is due solely to the presence or non-presence of a second-order 

transition at a critical strain. 

In Pig, 7 is shown a plot of the experimentally determined 

values pf 5" j- for all the metal alloys thus far examined.  For 

clarity, I have plotted the experimentally determined ratio 

b"" = i^" T^/V (8in0e C "^ ^ > ^ain8^Ti 
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The arrowB in Fig. 7 show the location of the orltloal etuaina   C N 
from Table X,      My discovery of thia distribution,  which in faot cane 

just after the termination of this contract,  in research under a 

subsequent 3. R. L. contract, occurred only after a large amount of 

data had been accumulated in the different metals* 

T1 

/IS 
1»: 

-    DISTRIBUTION cf MEASURED  X 

(21 i.it.) 

StMl 
7075-T6 *1 
2024-T3 Al 
H4r«tlng Soil 
1095 •cctl   (quenched 

end tcapeied) 

6061-T6 Al 
S083-HU1 Al 
Herd Copper 
Herd a-breee 
1093 eteel (enneelcd) 
20U-T4 Al 

»1/2 

s-i* 
s, -0 + ^ 
H •  0,2,4,6,1,10 

'  
0.5 0.6 

_EÜL_L 

A summary of the values of K and the raodo index r for 

tho difforont metal alloys is civen in Tablo H,  These are the 

results of nearly 100 individual tests in tension, comprescion, torsion, 

and combined tension-torsion, in proportional or non-proportional 

loadinc paths.  In the final column of Table II, I have compared 
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the average value of all the measured values of 

tne metal alloys in each olaee designated by   N 
N for all of 

As may be seen, 

the correlation of these values with predicted     ^ ,,    and with the 

predicted values of oritloal strains from Table I is indeed preoise« 

TiBLI   II 

MumffLn« Steel H-o r-l 

HF-l Steel, quenched ft tsspered      N-0 r-3 

HP-l Steel, iaothereal N-0 x-4 

1095 Steel, qusnehed ft teapered      H-O P-4 

7075-T6 AluminuB H-0 T~1 

2024-T3 Aluainua R-0 r-2 

5083-H131 Aluainu« JJ-2 r-l" 

6061-16 Aluaious R-2 r-2 

2014-T4 Aluainua N-2 T^2 

1095 Stsel, annealed N-2 r-6 

Bard Copper N-2 r-4 

Hard Alpha-bress (70-30) N-2 F-4 

Hard Alpha-brass (70-30) F-2 T^5, 

1020 Steel N-4 P-4'1 

7075-0 AluBlnas N-4 r-l J 

1100-H14 Alaaixma N-8 r-2 

1100-F Aluainua N-8 r-2 

1100-E18 Aluainua N-10 r-l 

6061-0 Aluainua N-10 r-2 

} 

Arg.  &xp. 
>H - 1.575 

Predicted 
\ - 1.577 

krg. Bzp. 
^K - 1.373 

Predicted 
>„- 1.385 

Erp.    - 1.254 

Pred. - 1.^57 

Bzp. 

Pred. 

Bzp. 

Pred. 

- 1.1144 

- 1.1140 

- 1.075 

- 1.076 

?ron an inspection of Table II, we note that the value- 

of    II    is dependent upon the prior thermal,  mochanical,  and chccioal 

histories,  i.e.,  the netallur£ical rocipe which produced the otable 

structural motal alloy.      Thus,   for 7075-T6 aluminur,    IT • 0,     r = 1  ; 

for 7075-0 aluminum,  however,  this solid is dofinod for    N = 4,    r = 1 . 

Similarly,  for 6061-T6 aluniniom,  we have    N-2,     r = 2  }    whereas for 

6061-0 aluminum,    N • 10,    r - 2  ,      Prom a series of oxporimonts 

involving a vory larffe number of tosts on "as-rocoived"   1100 aluminur., 

the material state    H - 8,     r « 2    is firmly established.    If this solid 
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is annealed at 90$? of the melting point, i.e., at 11000F, one obtains the 

fully annealed solid for whioh   ^  - 1.000 .  If, on the other hand, 

the annealing temperature is suooessively altered, then values of 

II - 10, r - 2> H - 13, r - 2j N - 18, r - 2; and N - 18, r - 1 

are obtained as the annealing temperature is raised. 

With the values of ^ „ knovn for a given motal alloy, it 

becooes possible to provide oonstitutive statements for the two-dimensional 

domain similar to those for Bis. (14) and (15) for the fully annoalod 

solid.  There is one dlfferenoe, however.  For the fully annealed 

solid, the intermediate elastio-plastio region either is non-existent 

or is so smnll that it can be ignored}  whereas for the metal alloy, 

it is necessary to define the response functions in saoh of two 

domains. 

For the intermediate region, where P ^ 4, \     ^ \ c     we have 

the incremental equations for general loading paths, iiqs. (30), and 

the integrated form for proportional loading, Eqs. (31). 

de 
A(ax - oxY) - 2(ay - ayY) 

3 *N t3K 

A 

4(o - o v) - 2(a 
de 1 ZL Li 

y i -v 3 r3o2 

aKY) 

2(0 
de s. - z 

^1 
3 Xi k3ß2 N   ^8 

dT 

dT 

dT 

L 

4(S 
d4 V 

Xjt'Bj 
dT 

J 

(30) 
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CarreB^ondingly,  for the totally plaatio region, for  \     "^'^j 

wc have Eqs, (32) for general loading pathfl, and Eqia. (33) for propor- 

tional loading. 

4a   - 2a 
de   -_J5 1 

de 

S * K 
4a   - 2a 

y      x 

^ E3 ^ 

dT 

dT 

de    - ~ 
2(gx + V 

3 XN ^^s 

h32) 

dT 

d6    - 4 S 

^1 
dT J 

e 
X 

2a   - a 
-   x   _y 

3*i ^ 
T + exc- 

e 

; 

2a   - a 
-    y     x 

3XW 
T + £ .fa 

"N 

a   + a 
-JS Z e   - —= 1— T + e 

z 3A« kV zc 
N 8 

2 s y 4  -     i— T + 4     - Y^ 
c       XN 

"zN r (33) 

^E!^ 

Limiting the disoussion to the oorabinod tension-torsion 

of thin-wallcd hollow tubes for which      ÖT   ■   CT » 0 , we note that y   z 
the increnental strain veotor  d €/d.B    in the intermodiate recion 

has the form of Eq, (34) , 

d^     3(5-Sy) 
(34) 

whereas fron Eqs, (32) and (33)» the incremental strain vector has 

the form of Eq, (35) in the totally plastic region. 

il2L 
3S 

(35) 
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Fporn experiment In non-proportional loading paths, as will be 

shown below, the direction of the inoremental strain vector In the 

intennediate region is found to depend upon the memory of the individual 

componentB 5^- and ^r irhen ^^e loading path has passed through 

the inner yield surf CMS«  Thus, for simple torsion followed by constant 

torsion plus increasing tension, 6V y " ^ and Sy j' 0 •  If ^e 
comer oocura in the intermediate region, then during increasing tension 

at constant torsipn, we have df/ds -S^ /3(S - S«^ where S « constant, 

On the other hand,, for simple tension followed by oonstapt tension plus 

increasing torsion, where tf^ _ / 0 yand SL > 0 , we have, after turning 

a corner in the intermediate region, dc/ds =(fe^ * bxy )/ 3S . 

The fact juat stated provides a very inte-esting experimental 

check upon the value of  ^N calcultvted from Eqs, (2?) and (28) for a 

given metal alloy,  A plot of strain components in (S^vs^c space 

reveals that at the boundary of the outer yield surface, between the 

intermediate elastic-plastic region and the totally plastic region, 

the incremental strain vector undergoes an abrupt change.  For initial 

torsion, for the situation considered above, the slope change will 

be from df^/ds ■ <f^/3S -rfiy./iS in tne intermediate region to 

d^/ds -öy/3S   in the tcueilly plastic region, 

Choosing a metal alloy for which <^ N is npt too much greater 

than <5^ Y , abrupt angular changes are indeed visible, as will be shown 

below from experimental data*  In fact, from such a measurement it is 

possible to determine the value of ?) „    independent of the usual 

procedure given in Its calculation from Eqs, (27) and (28), 

Experimental Data 

The statements of loading surfaces and constitutive equations 

just given for the metal alloy when compared with the earlier equivalent 

statements for the fully annealed metal reveals that what is presented 

here is a unified theory for the total class of metals, since for the 

fully annealed metal ^ N ■ 1.000 or 6 „ ■ 0 , For this situation 

P  > 0 , and the intermediate elastio-»plastic region either disappears 

or becomes so small as to be negligible. 

^7 
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Henoe, in providing at thia point the eiperim«ital baa» 

from which the above atatementa war« derived, it is pertinent to 

present experimental data for both the aatal alloys and the fully 

annealed metal, since the phenomena obeerved In one are anticipated 

in the other. 

The introduction of the material constant ^N / A JT 
in 

Eq. (26) oorreaponds to a statement of the origin of the parabola 

for the totally plastic region in the present reference configuration, 

Ir.troduoing the experimental results for the metal alloys first, it 

is convenient to begin with simple loading situations.  For axial 

loading in tension or compression, tf^-/Of ^■^■S»0, x        z    y 
Eq, (25) for the intermediate region beoomes Eq. (36), 

and Eq. (26) for the totally plastic region beoomes Eq. (37)» 

e * ec 

where  m » V-j- ^ 

The stress at the boundary of the, outer yield surface, 

between the two plastic regions of Eq. (27), becomes Eq. (38). 

^N    = ^ ^   P» ^ (38) 

As of this writing, approximately one hundred quasi-static 

measurements for the several different metal alloys and approximately 

the same number of wave propagation experiments have been performed. 

For the former, many, different loading paths have been considered, 

while for the latter, all data have been obtained from the symmetrical 

free-flight impact of identical metal alloy cylinders. 
* 

In Fig. 8a is shown a tensile test in 1095 "t^ol steel, 

quenched and tempered at 950^ .  Fig. 8b is a 6^  vs (f plot of 
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these data fron which the obaerved beginning of plasticity for the 

totally plastio region is aeen to occur at ö*. N 26,200 x 10; at 

an <r  of 0,061 .  The oorresponding value of 6^  is 162,000 psi. 
N 

er.psi 
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Outer Yield Surface, «w^ 

 ^   ' 

••••,"      (a) 
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O H25000 
 I I 1 1— 
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26 500 

60    6.5    70  7.5 

For the known parabola coefficient, r » 4 , for the fully 

annealed metal,ni ^f - 12,6 x Kr psi.  The calculated value of X„ 

from Eq. (38) is A N - 1.625 which for this test is Xj « 1,577, 

3^ above the average value for N - 0 from Table II, For this value 

of /\ N the (3      predicted from Eq, (28) is 26,0 x 104 psi. The 

solid line in Piff, 8b corresponds to a square of this predicted parabola 

coefficient.  The dashed line in Fig, 8b is the slope for the intermediate 

region at öT N determined from Eq, (29) which, for axial loading, 

becomes Eq, (39). 
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(39) Ce. - O'" 

Introducing   ^    ■ 26,0 x 10    from the previous oaloujation 

and observing from Pig, 8a that the value of   $ 0 ~ $ y " ^•05^» 
we have for the predicted slope of the intermediate region, upon 
reaohin« CT N ,    4 6^  /d6"   - 1.80 x 1011 , which indeed 
correlates witn the observed experimental results.       As vas 
indicated earlier, a sharp change.in such a plot from a slope 
of    1,80 x 1011    to   0,68 x 1011 t IS;   f9a

2    , makes the outer 
yield surface readily discernible« 

* ■ 

Finally, in Pig. 8o we see a plot of (6^ - ö-y) vs 6" 

for the intermediate region.  Pros squaring Eq. (36) there should 

be a slope Ra   for the, mode, index r , identical with that in 

the totally plastic region, i.e., r ■ 4 «  That this indeed is the 

situation is seen in Pig. 8c, where the solid line corresponds to 

the slope of /^a   for r • 4 t ^N ■ 1.625, i.e., N - 0 , 

We thus see that when we know the values of N and r 

which describe a stable material structure, then we may obtain 

the response function for tension from sere strain to the ultimate 

stress. 

As a second example, Pigs, 9a»b,o provide a similar 

correlation with Bqs. (36), (37), (38), and (39) for 5oa>HJ31 
2 

aluminum metal alloy, , The measured value, of (5"^   tfroa Fig. 9b, 
2 6 

6>   £ 3489.5 x 10 , provides 6~^  - 59,072 psi.  The value 

of  XT calculated for N - 2, r ■ 1 which characterizes this 

alloy provides  /N w ■ 1.386,  Prom Table II this is seen to be 

precisely the predicted critical value for N ■ 2 , For this value 

of >\ N the parabola coefficient jö>
a from Bq, (28) is 11.2 j.  10 , 

which is seen as the slope of the solid line.  Correspondingly, , 

r.» the end of the intermediate region at a strain 6 . of 0,051, 

the slope at 6^ from Bq, (39) ie  dS" 2/<ie - 2.94 x 108 , 

30 



The  ( o^ _ ö^ Y )  VB (<- plot in the intermediate region of Pig. 9o, 

the slope (solid line) of whioh is the square of this parabola ooeffioient 

^?a ■ 11.2 x 10 , is clearly in close correlation with the response 
function of Bq, (36), 
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In PiffB. 10a,b,o,    ll*tbfof     md 12 a,b,o,    similar , 
results are shonji for tensile teat» for 6061-076 aluminum al'-oy, 
2024-/P3 aluminum, and 1100,11-14 aluminxua for whioh the meaaured 
values of , ^ N ar«    I.365, 1.590, «ad 1.120.     These differ by 
2.5/&,,0.8$, «md 0.55^ from the predicted valuee of    ^ N   for , 
N - 0, N - 2, and N - 8, respeotiveljr (see Table II).     Again, 
in each instance,  at the end of the intermediate region the 
predicted slope (dashed line) from Eq. (39) is in olose agreement, 
as are the slopes     ft      caloulated from Eq.  (28). 
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The test #2028 In 2024-T3 aluolnum 1B Included to point 

out that whereas the most oommon value of r for this solid is 

r > 2 when li - 0 , the preparation of the alloy oan differ 

suffioiently to lower the initial parabola from r-2 to r-3. 

This is a oommon observation in the fully annealed metals where 

differences in the annealing procedure alac oan produce a shift 

in the mode index r ,  In the approximately 100 measurements 

considered here, however, this is an uncommon occurrence.  The 

value of r and the value of N are, in General, material 

constants for the stable state. 

In the studies of the fully annealed metal deecribed in 

uy  monograph of 1968 on The I'hysios of Large Deformation of 

Crystalline Solids/ I stated, and acted upon, my strorj conviction 

that for single crystals and for polycrystals any new generalization 

should be compared with the previous experiments in the literature, 

( 
22 

2 
Accordingly, I include here,  in Pig«  13A and 13B       6"        vs    5 

plots of two axial tests of Holt, Babcock, Green,  and Maiden 

from measurements in 1967 on 6061-T6    and   7075-T6 aluminum. 

For the former (Fig, 13A),  the outer yield surface,  readily seen 
2 6 

at      6" jr      ■ 2410 x 10    , providea a value of    /*\ „ " 1.395 

which differs by    0,1$ from the predicted value of    I.385    shown 

in Table II,      For the latter (Pig, 13B),     ^\ JJ - 1.610    for a 

mode index    r » 1 ,  which differs by 2% from the predicted value 

of    A TT " 1.577  • The    (3       of    9.23 x 104    calculated from 

Eq, (28) for this value of    ^     is shown to be in good agreomont 

with the experimental data, ao is the slope from Sq, (39) at the 

end of the intermediate region, i.e.,  at the outer yield surface. 
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Holt, et al. also provided tensile tests In 606I-P as 

well as 6061-76 aluminum vhloh I introduce here as Flg. 14a,b to 

illustrate that the value of N is indeed dependent upon the prior 

history of the speoiman.   In a 0*  vs (5 plot pf their test 

in 6061-0 aluminum a value of r - 2 is maintained, hut from a 

measured 6%/ 2 » 276 x 10  the value of >w is  >V N - 1«
076 

which is preoiB#ly the value from Jable II for N - 10.  Their 

test in 6061-T6, on the other h^nd, provided a value of 

(T'-j2 - 2410 x 106 for r - 2, with the measured  AN - 1«395 

close to the predicted   > N - 1.385 which is standard for 

the hardened alloy    Once again, the predlpted and the measured 

slopes at the end of the intermediate region, as determined from 

Eq. (39)t are in close agreement. 
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For the stable material, an alternate example of this 

dependence of the critical strain upon the prior history of the 

speoimen is shown in a test of odne in annealed 1093 steel, maohined 

from the same rod as that of the quenched and tempered speoimen 

shewn In Pig« 8 above.  From Fig. 13 one sees that the value of 

N has changed from N = 0 to N - 2 .  The measured value of 
2 6 

ö^JJ » 5214 x 10  provides ^N - 1.385 , which is precisely 

the value frou Table II for N ■ 2 ,  The mode index r for 

1093 steel in the annealed state has changed from r > 4 to r - 6 . 

The same value of r applies in both the intermediate region and 

the totally plastic region, as may be seen from the comparison of 

prediction and measuremünt from Eq, (39), i.e., d<P /d<f , (Tiven 

as the dashed line in Fig. 15» 
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An ezperlm«ntal prograa Is In progress to study these 

changes in the value of N associated with variations in the prior 

annealing hlstpry.  For llOOF aluniniai annealed at 1100°? and 

furnaoe oooled, the fully annealed aliodnum which has been a 

standard in this laboratory for over 20 years,  /^M " 1*000 • 

For 1100 H-14 aluiBin\usy for vhioh a great many, measurenents have 

been made in the aa-reoelved oondltion, N - 8, r - 2 ., By 

loveripg the annealing temperature in fmooesslve stages, values of 

N - 18, r - 2 f N - 13, r » 2| N - 10, r - 1| and N - 10, r - 2 

have been obtained fror., the introduction of measured values into 

Eq. (38), 

Torsion 

Equations (25) through (29) provide for the simple 

torsion of thin-walled tubes for whioh Ö""  « <r - <5~  » 0 , 

S / 0 , Equs. (40), (41), and (42). 

S = S     +   A„      r. Ps (^ -^»y ;  where n =   ^L   (40) 

5y ^ S i. Sc 

If* 

5 = A^ rT /J ^s (^d -^c -f- ^-J  „a J^_ . fj     (41) 

^/S/   =   A^    ^    /3y ***• 
A ■ >4-c (42) 

Eq. (29) which gave in generalized stress and strain , 

the plope at the end of the intermediate elastic-plastic region, 

i.e., at the cuter yield surface, becomes for simple torsion, 

Eq. (43).  The parabola coefficient /&      for simple torsion 

is the same as that in Eq. (28) except that the value of ß 

becomes {&    ■ (a) ' (^ m, * 

1+0 



m 

» 

(43) 

The apparatus for the experiments on the torsion of 

thin-walled tubes was designed to permit dead weight loading, 

in which the shear stress rate from zero strain to failure 

was constant during a given test. 

In Fig. 16 a,b,c is shown a simple torsion test in 

6061-T5 aluminum for which X, calculated fron measured S.. 

and neasured {*       in xJqs. (28) and (42) has the value 

^\ ,, ■ 1,374.  This value is very close to prediction,i©,, 

1.305 , as given in Table II.  It is, of course, the same value 

of \ „    obtained for this material in the tension tests: 

II = 2, r - 2 . 
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2 
In the S VB -a plot of Pig. 16b we see not only that 

there ia.a correlation with the straight line of tho predicted 

parabola, but also that the slope (dashed line) at the end of the 

intermediate elastic-plastic region is in close a, Teement with 

prediction frcm Eq, (43)f with r - 2 . 

2 
Pig, 16c is an (3 - Sy)  vs /6    plot in which the solid 

line shown is the predicted parabola from Eq. (40) for -X v - 1.374 a 
and   r ■ 2 . 

The test of Pig.  17 a,b,c,    ic included to chow a not 

uncommon occurrence in such tests when a failure ei-i-hor in rupture 

or buckling occurs an  tho loading path reaches the outer yieM 

surface.      Tho  .rrodicted value of   A -    for    2024-T3 aluminum is 

i: = 0,  i.e.,     /\ ,- = 1.577 from Table II.     Using tho predicted 

value,  one obtains a value of    S-r    at the point of failure, but 

with a slope from ^q.  (43)  at the end of the elastic-plastic 

region.      Here, too,   there, is>a close correlation between prediction 
2 

and measurement.      However,  as may be seen fror    'he (3 - Sy)      vs    s 

plot of Pig, 17c, in this instance the mode index also is    r « 2  . 

This is the mode index which was used in Jq, (43)  in the comparison 

of slopes in Fig. 17b. 
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In Pig, 18 ajbjc,    is shown a sinplo torsion test in 

1100-1114 alunintua for which    >\ ^ . 1,105  ,  a little below the 

predicted value of   ^\ JJ - 1.114 .      Here,  too, the torsion data 

provide the sane   II ■ 8, r - 2    as for the tension tests. 

Like several of the tests shown above, wo sec here 

that when the strain in the totally plastic region proceeds 

sufficiently far,  thor. second-order transitions occur,   similar 

to those found in the fully annealed metal. 
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Just as with the tensile data, I have included a torsion 

tost of another investigator, naraety1 Nicholas and Garey       who 

published data in 1969 on 7075-T6 aluminum.      For 7075-T6, which 

is the highest strength aluminum alloy we have,    N ■> 0,    r = 1 , 

ar was indicated fron the tensile data.      That the sane value is 

found in the torsion tests of yet another croup of iiivostijators is a 

further demonstration that those are indeed material parameters.      Tie 

correlation with Eqs, (40),   (41),   (42),  and (43)  for a moasurod 

^ :: 1,555 and r ■ 1 are shown in 7±£,  1? a,b,c,  Tho 

iredictod value of ^ „ for IT . 0 is 1,577. 
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In FIR, 20 a,b,c    la shown a test of 1', Nicholas and 
J. D. Campbell ^ (1972) In HE15WP aluminum alloy, yrhich In Amerloan 
nomenolatura is    2014-T4 ,      Par this torsion test,     A« ■ 1*400 , 
whioh is slightly higher than the predicted value of    1.385    for 

N - 2 . 
Despite the disoontinyous deformation in both the intermediate 

and the totally plastic regions, this test, taken from the literature, 
demonstrates that still another structural metal alloy is in accord 
irith the present generf-lization. 
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Flg. 21 a,b,c, BhovB a torsion test on a hard copper 

thin-walled tube for. which the comparisons in each figure are similar 

tD those given above, and for which a similar correlation between 

preiiotlon and experiment is found«  The calculated ^ N ■ 1*382 

ij almost preolsely the predicted value of N « 2, ^N " 1«385« 

In this test we also see second-order transitions occurring in the 

totally plastio retrion beyond the outer yield surface. 
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Proportional Loading 

A signal feature of the torsion-tension dead weight loading 

apparatus used in ray laboratory Is that the tension and torsion 

ooraponents are deooupled«  In ay Handbuch der Pbyslk volume on 

"The Experimental Foundations of Solid Neohaniosf"  I have fully 

delineated the advantages of dead.weight testing machines in 

experimental studies of this type»  One important reason for the 

superiority of a soft testing machine is that with the stress being 

specified and the strain being the measured quantity, the latter 

accorampdates in terms of the discontinuous deformation, or steps, 

to wit,, the Savart-Masson effect (usually labeled, with no historical 

justice, the "Portevin - le Chateller effect"). 

In a combined loading test if one wishes to examine 

separately the different strain components of this stepped deformation, 

it is essential that the apparatus be decoupled, in the sense that 

when the specimen rotates in shear strain the tensile load is not 

required to,rotate with it.   Since in combined teisipn and torsion 

experiments, particularly for non-proportional loading, L.rge 

amplitude steps are very commonly observed, as will be shown below, 

this decoupling is essential not only to obtain reproducibility but 

also to prohibit the limitations of the apparatus from altering the 

results obtained. 

For combined loading in tension and torsion vre refer to 

3q. (25) for the intermediate elastic-plastic region; Eq, (26) for 

the totally plastic,region; and Eqs, (2?) and (28) to define the 

outer yield surface, i.e., to determine /I K • 

In contrast to simple loading, for which the equations 

for the loading surface and for the single response function coincide, 

in combined stress the generalized equatiors for the loading surface, 

Eqs, (25) and (26), raust be considered simultaneously with the now 

separate constitutive equations, Eqs, (30) through (33). 
0 

To examine the applicability of these constitutive statements, 

either we may plot the individual stress components with respect to 



their oorresponding strain oompononts, or we may oonsider the strain 

path in an S VB  ^4   plot to oompare with prediotlon in eaoh of 

the two regions of deformation. In terms of Eqs. (30) tflrough (34)» 

A convenient method of measuremont is to compare the direction of 

the strain increment vector,  d 6 /da , with prediction from Eq, (34) 

in the totally plastic region.  Per proportional loading, in which 

the strain increment vector has a constant slope, both Eqs, (34) 

and (35) are equivalent, and we m^r write Eq, (44). 

6=        cr 
35 

(44) 

In Fie,  22 a,b,o, is shown a proportional loading test 

in 6061-T6 aluninun for which the ratio of the constant rate 

proportional loading was <^   /S    -    2,931 •  The plots are 

similar to those described above. 

Pig, 22a shows a plot in generalized stress and stiain. 

In Pig, 22b, for a T vs 1 plot we see tho beginning of total 

plasticity at the outer yield surface, for a calculated vp.Tue of 

y\      a  1,338, 3^ below the predicted value of 1,385»  ^'o note 

that the solid line for the predloted slope of (&      for this 

value of /VT and r « 2 , and the T  vs /  plot (dashed lino) 

of tho end of tho intormodlate elastic-plastic rogion, Eq, (29), aro 

indeed in agreement with observation.  In this instance, we add an 

additional figure, 22d, which is an 6" vs >0 plot of tho oxperi- 

montal data from Z'JTO  strain to rupture. 

As HM anticipated, the slope is constant, and wo seo 

from tho solid line that it is in almost precise agreement with 

the rredictod strain increment vector from Eq, (44) from the known 

ratio of <5^ / S , 
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In Flg. 23 ftfbfof ar* ahonn the r«8ults for a proportional 

or radial test in 2024-T3 aluninum alloy for which the constant 

stress ratio 0/ S - 2, 89 or approximately the same as that 

of the 6061-T6 metal alloy of Pig, 22. 

Prom the T vs  1^ plot of Pig, 23a we see the appear- 

ance of steps in both the intermediate and the totally plastic 

region.  This is even more evident in the T vs «plot of Fig, 23b, 

We note tdfctf as in the fully annealed metal, when steps 

do ooour they dep'^rt from and return to the parabolic response function. 

We thus may detormine a TL, and, a (&      which in this instance 

provides a value of A,* * 1.531» a little loss than 3^ below the 

predicted  A« « 1.577 .  The solid line for the predicted value 

of   (9      is shown at the foot of the steps in the totally plastic 
2   n 

region. Also in Pig, 23a is a (T - T_) vs \     plot Trhioh provides 

an r « 2 response.  The (dT /dP)_ slope at the end of the 

intormediate region is also in agreement. 

In Fig. 23o is an £" vs ^J plot whore, once again, the 

ratio of the measurod strains are in olost accord with the predicted 

slope (solid line) Eq. (44) for the known value of (T" /s - 2.892 , 

In Fig. 24 a,b,o,d are shown a similar comparison for 

1100-H14 aluminum alloy for which the measured value of  ^| „ 

from the observed T« and (&      is precisely the predicted value 

> H ■ 1.114 . 

In Fig. 24d we see that for a constant loading ratio of 

6^  /s ■ 2,73 , the predicted slope and the calculated slope in 

the f vs s plot are in close agreement both In the intermediate 

and in the totally plastic region, except for the initial linear 

elastic portion for which, of course, Bq. (44) does not apply. 
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Non-Rroporti onal Loading 

By far the most important and interesting experiments in 

this series are those for non-proportional, or non-radial, loading. 

It is only from such experiments that one may ssoertain whether or 

not the general constifutive equations are incremental.  Furthermore} 

as will be shown below, from suoh loading paths an interesting 

Independent oheok can be made as to the existence of the two regions 

of deformation, and on the determination of  /^v • 

The first and most important feature in that respect is,the 

discovery that throughout the intermediate elastio-plastio region, 

whatever be the loading path, provided dT is > 0 , the location 

at which the inner yield surface is crossed governs the equation for 

the loading surface, Bq. (25).  Once the outer yield surface is reached, 

the deformation continues without any reference to the location at which 

the inner yield surface was traversed. 

Many different loading paths have been studied for fully 

annealed aluminum and copper.  As of this writing, the loading paths 

for metal alloys for which I have, thus far been able to carry out 

experiments consist, first of all, in loading in simple tension to 

some prescribed value which is then held constant.while the loading , 

continues to failure in torsion, alone.  Secondly, in a similar test, 

the first loading is in torsion, followed by tension alone.  In a 

third type pf test the initial loading is proportional to some prescribed 

ratio until, at a predetermined generalized stress, the test continues 

in either tension alone or torsion alone. 

The most interesting of these tests are those for which the 

change in the loading path occurs in the intermediate region, for then 

it is possible to observe the abrupt change in the slope of the 

incremental strain vector upon crossing the outer yield surface. 

Before discussipg experiments for non-proportional loading 

paths in the metal alloys, I shall describe one such test for a fully 

annealed metal.  It is from experiments of this type on annealed 

copper, and for strains above 1^ in annealed aluminum that the incremental 

equations (14) were shown to be applicable, with the parabolic 
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generalized statement of Eq. (11) requiring the Integration along 

the strain,path, Eq. (4).  The speolaen yaa a thin-walled tube of 

ETP oopper, annealed for 1 hour at 1100 F, and furnaoe cooled to 

produoe a solid whioh long has been studied extensively* 

For the fully annealed metal, for whioh /^ N - 1.000 , 

the intermediate region,is either non-existent or negligible. In 

test #2033 of Fig. 23 a,b,o,d,e,the spec:men first was elongated 

in simple tension to a strain of approximately yja at a stress of 

14300 psi. The tension then was stopped and the test continued 

in torsion. The constant stress rate was 91 psi/min until the 

axial strain (? had reached 13^ and the shear strain s , 22^ . 

In Fig. 23a is a T vs P plot of the results, where 

;   is integrated, along the strain path. We note that the initial 

parabola of r ■ 4» commonly observed in this solid, undergoes a 

transition to r - 3 at II ■ 18 ,  , After the cessation of tension 

at the point indicated in the figure, there is. a rapid inorease in 

strain until the transition strain of N • 13 » whereupon there is 

a return to the r ■ 4 parabola of the Initial deformation.  We 

see that subsequent second-order transitions occur at N ■ 10 and 

n = 8 ;  the test ends at N > 6. 

The solid lines are the calculated values of the known 

parabola coefficients in copper, Fiom Eq. (8), M- (0) ■ 5110 kg/mm 

B » 0,0032 , T ■ 1338 & , apd T is the room temperature, Sinpe 

(j* ■ (5^ ■ 0 in Eqs, (14), if the theory applies for this test,, 

the incremental strain veotor, which is normal to the yield surface, 

should be given by Eq, (16), 

That this is indeed tht situation is shown in ^g, 23b in 

which the arrows represent the predicted slope for the knovm values 

of d* and S ; they are seen to be in precise accord with observa- 

tion right to the end of the test at veyy large strain.  That 

deformation type constitutive equations, such as those for proportional 

loading paths, Eqs, (15), are not applicable is shown by the large 

non-agreement of the thin dashed lines in Fig, 23b whioh were calcu- 

lated by assuming that type of deformation« 
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AB a further oheok upon th« applloabllity of incremental 

constitutive equations we note.from the definition of T    in Eq,  (3) 

that    dT   is given by Eq., (45),iriien  S     m  &■    m 0 , 
7 z 

dT     = £^d£jt ilÄl (45) 

During the second interval of loading, for which d <r - 0 and 0" i 

<5^  is constant, we note from Eq, 

has the constant slope of Eq, (46), 

is constant, we note from Bq,.(l4) for tfV « 0 that dT/de" 
y 

d^r 3*3^a 

d 5 ^ ^c. (46) 

Plotting T against 6 t as is shown in Fig, 25o, one 

obtains the predicted constant slopes (solid lines) for each 

deformation mode.  In Pig, 25d is a plot of S against s 

determined from integrating Eqs, (14) during the region of torsion. 

The comparison between prediction and experimental data in the 

region.of each of the deformation mode indices r reveals a close 

accord. 

Finally, in Pig, 25e is shown a T vs P' plot of this 

test; the agreement between prediction (solid lines) and experimental 

data for this non^prcportional loading path is precise to a very 

large deformation. 

That this is but, one of many different types of non- 

proportional loading paths, including the alternation from tension 

alone to torsion alone several times during the test for which 

similar results have been obtained, establishes that the proposed 

theory indeed is applicable for the fully annealed metal. 

To illustrate that these results also extend to the metal 

alloys for which  ^ „ is not equal to unity, data are given from 
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a few experlraonte In which tenBlon alone is followed by torsion alone, 

or torsion alone la followed by tension alone.  The important point 

in these experiments, beypnd their general agreement with the constitutive 

statements provided above, is whether or not the abrupt ohange. in the 

loading path ocoure in the intermediate elastic-plastic region, or in 

the totally plastic region. 

If in the latter, then in an ^ vs s plot the incremental 

strain vector has slopes determined in the same manner as those for the 

fully annealed metal for the known valuep of <p  and S , If the abrupt 

change occurs in the intermediate region, the incremental strain vector 

is not normal to the yield surface for such loading paths} the vector 

is givep by Eq, (34) rather than by Eq, (35) where either OV or Sy 

is zero, depending upon the initial loading.  For that situation a 

conparison of Eqs, (34) and (35) reveals that an abrupt change in 

the slope of the incremental strain vector can be anticipated when 

the outer yield surface is reached at P _ • 

That this is indeed the situation isäiown in Fig, 26b in 

the ^ vs s plot of a test on a 6061-T6 aluminum alloy tube for 

which the initial loading path was torsion alone.  The T va P plot 

for this test is shown in Fig, 26a. 
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The dashed line axrowu are the elopes for the strain 

inorement vector oaloulated from Eq, (34) for the intermediate elastio- 

plastio region, and the solid line arrows are those for the totally 

plastic region calculated from Eq, (35)«  We see that there is in 

fact an abrupt change in slope oonresponding to predicted values 

which occur at an s and an (^   from which one may ascertain a 

value for  ^„ independent of which of the types of calculation 

has been employed above»  A value thus calculated at the indicated 

position where a change of slope occurs, is  /^M ■ 1*344 J this 

is 3^ below the predicted value of /^ N " 1»385, i.e., for II- 2, 

r B 2 , invariably obtained for all types of tests for this metal 

alloy, whether on a tube, a rod, or a plate. 

In Fig. 26a is the T vs P plot.  The location of 

the outer yield surface for this value of ^\ „ is shown as the 

slope for the predicted r • 2 parabola and the slope from Eq. (29) 

at the end of the intermediate elastio-plastic region. 

It is characteristic of these experiments that from the 

outer yield surface on, large Savart-Masson (Fortevin - le Chatelier) 

steps are observed.  As with the fully annealed metal these steps 

represent a departure from, and a return to, the predicted parabola. 

I have chosen test #2025 of Pig. 26 to illustrate the extreme height 

of the steps which occasionally can be seen.  An inspection of 

Pig. 26a reveals that such large steps are  not as readily apparent in 

a T vs I"1 plot as they are in a T vs H plot. 

2 r—i 
Pinally, I included a (T - Ty)     vs    r      plot to illustrate 

that in the intermediate elastic-plastic region, Eq.  (25) is applicable 
for the sane    r ■ 2    parabola. 
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In Flg. 27»   I have Bhonn a «ohamatlo diagram wbloh permits 
a graphioal determination of the incremental «train vector for various 
loading paths, and illustre tee the nature of this newly discovered 
phenomenon for the incremental strain vector.     It further illustrates 
the sources of the previous confusion regarding partially annealed 
motals for which the inner and outer yield surfaces are not too different. 
Small differences in the preloading, hence,  altered the conclusions reached 
with respect to yield surface criteria when it was thought that only a 
single yield surface existed. 

For simplicity in this schflmatio figure I have introduced 
y'    =  y ^     6"        and C? * /* ^ so that the paths of constant 

generalized stress become circular.      Also introducing   V)   «  |/-J   6 
and   %   = ><y^"5 we see that Eq.,  (34) becomes Eq, (47) for the intermediate 
elastic-plastic region, and Eq,  (35) becomes Eq, (48) for the incremental 
strain vector in the totally plastic region. 

d^ 

d? 
i-a 

^   - £. 
(47) 

«M 'Q~ (48) 

The heavy arrows of Pig. 27 ocrrespond to the slope of 

the incremental strain vector in either region, . The dashed 

arrows correspond to the alternate prediction. 

The boundary between the two, designated as O.Y,S, in the figure, 

in each of the examples which follow coincides with that obtained 

from the measurement of TL, and P  in a T VB   1     plot from 

Eq, (27) and Bq. (28) as given above. 

In Pig, 28 is an 6" vs s plot and the corresponding slopes 

of the torsion alone, followed by tension alone, in 1100-H14 aluminum 

tested as-received.  The value of  ^ w ■ 1,110 determined from the 

change in slope, is in close accord with the calculated /^ « ■ 1,114 

for N - 8, r - 2 , 
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In Flg. 29 are the result« of a test for tension alone, 

followed hy torsion alone, for the ssae metal alloyj Av * 1«11^ 

In Fig, 30 is the <5 VB a plot of a test, again In this 

same metal alloy, In which the ohange from initial torsion loading to 

only tension loading occurred beyond the outer yield surface.  A 

comparison of the two slopes reveals that the incremental strain 

vector is solely that for the totally plastic region« 

In Pig. 31a is the ^ vs s plot of a test in 2024-T3 

aluminum alloy.  The initial deformation was radial, with a constant 

loading rate, «T* /s , cf 2,90 to the position indicated in the 

intermediate region, where the torsion component was stopped and the 

test proceeded solely in tension. 

In this instance, too, as may be seen in the HP vs P plot 

in Pig. 31b, large Savart-Masson steps appear when there is a sharp 

change in the loading path.  The value of  ^ »j ■ 1»575 » calculated 

from the measured TL,    and &      for this test, is in precise agreement 

with the predicted  /^ - 1.577 for N - 0, r ■ 2 .  Also shown in 

Pig. 31b is a (T- Ty)  vs f plot which demonstrates that for the 

same N - 0, r - 2 , £?• (25) applies in the intermediate elastic- 

plastic region. 

That large Savart-Masson steps do not necessarily accompany 
2   r-i 

an abrupt change in loading path may be seen in the T vs J  plot 

of Pig. 32a whe^-e from measured IL and (^& f    ^) M " 1»115 is 

the same as that obtained with the proportional loading of the 

1100-H14 metal alloy for which /•)« - 1,114 for N « 8, r « 2. 

This was a test for torsion alone followed by tension alOM} the 

change of path occurred during the intermediate region ,  The 

predicted abrupt change in slope on reaching the outer yield surface 

may be seen in the f vs s plot of this test, shown in Pig, 32b 
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Th© series of illustrations given above for proportional 

and for non-proportional loading of structural metal alloys amply 

demonstrates that this new generalized theory of large plastio 

deformation indeed is applioahle to the structural metal alloys • 

We now may consider whether or not for these alloys, as for the 

fully annealed metals,  the same formulation also is extendihle to 

dynamic plasticity. 

Dynamlo Plasticity 

An overwhelming proportion of experimental research in 

this laboratory since the first inoromental wave experiments in 

1949 has been concerned with the study of the dynamic plasticity 

of the fully annsaled metals.     In fact, it was from those studies 

of high strain rates in microsecond intervals of time that the 

parabolic response function and second-order transition structure 

originally were discovered. 

The types of experiments are many.        The most important 

of the series,  one which has been unique to this laboratory for 

over twenty years,  is the vise of 30,000 or more lines per inch 

cylindrical diffraction gratings for the direct  study of strain 

and surface angle during the propagation of the plastio wave.    The 

plastic wave is introduced by means of the symmetrical free-flight 

axial impact of identical specimens.      Among the many parameters 

which are varied in these experiments are the impact velocity, 

the ambient temperature, the position along the specimen, the 

time in which the specimens remain in contact,  i,e,,  the time of 

contact, 1    {  the detail of unloading wavesj  the coefficient of 

restitution, etc* 

Prom these experiments it has been established that,  for 

all of the fully annealed metals studied,  the generalized response 

functions outline above for quasi-s1   ' io loading are applicable« 

During wave propagation at higher strain rates,  second-order 

transitions are not observed until the maximum strain plateau has 
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been reached.  However, second-order transitions do ooour during 

loading for quasi-statio tests. Thus «ben measured dynamic and 

quasi-static response functions are compared, the difference in 

material stability properties at a critical strain is often 

incorrectly ascribed to viscosity« In some fully annealed metals, 

such as high purity aluminum and annealed copper, for which the 

first second-order transition occurs at large strain, the quasi-static 

and dynamic response functions are identical, 

A similar series of experiments were undertaken for the 

metal alloys of interest here.  Because of the mammoth experimental 

program involved, as well as the increased difficulties of applying 

these techniques to high-stressed structural metals, the program of 

research on the dynamic plasticity of the metal alloys is by no 

means complete,  Bxoept for a few preliminary tests in other metal 

alloys, the main focus of attention has been upon the study of 

6O6I-T6 and 1100-H14 aluminum alloys. However, tho work has proceeded 

sufficiently far not only to demonstrate that the general theory 

outlined above does indeed supply response functions from finite 

amplitude wave propagation in these solids, but also to reveal that 

an "eruptive" plastic deformation occurs when the maximum particle 

velocity is high enough to reach the outer yield surface. 

As I have described in many papers, in the monograph The 

Riysics of Large Deformation of Crystalline Solids, and in the 

Handbuch der Physik treatise, in order to determine the response 

function governing finite amplitude wave propagation one must 

not assume a priori either the applicable non-linear wave theory 

or the response functions one wishes to determine.  Strain-time 

profiles must be determined during wave propagation at a minimum 

of three positions, fron which traverse times measured at different 

levels of strain show whether or not the propagation velocities 

are constant, 

A second set of exporimonts provide a check upon the 

constancy of wave speeds.  Velocity-time profiles are obtained 
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either by the optioal dleplaoement technique developed several years 

ago in this laboratory for that purpose, or by magnetic induction. 

If both wave speeds are constant, as was found in all the fully 

annealed metals, then the functioned relation between velocity and 

strain assumed in the Taylor-von Karman theory of non-linear waves 

is given* From this relation between velocity and strain one may 

obtain the response function governing wave propagation. 

Two other cross-checks on the applicability of the theory 

aro available.  Because of the possibility that small viscosity may 

not be detectable when wave speeds are compared, it is essential in 

the final analysis to perform a large number of tests at many impact 

velocities« 

Another check on the applicability of the theory which is 

very sensitive to the presence or the non-presence of viscosity, 

is the comparison of maziniun strains and maximum particle velocities. 

The latter are observed over a large range of values to ascertain 

that the functional relationship between strain and particle velocity 

obtained from the wave speed studies are in accord. 

Finally, as I have shown from measurements of surface 

angle during thb passage of the wave, it is possible to ascertain 

by direct measurement "hether or not the propagating wave is 

in fact one dimensional.  For the metal alloys there has been 

insufficient time to complete this series of croso-checks. 

However, here we are interested in knowing from experiment whether 

or not specifically known response functions apply for one-dimensional 

wave propagation in the intermediate elastio-plastic region, Eq, (36), 

and in the totally plastic region, Eq, (37). 

From a seriec of ten diffraction grating measurements in 

"as-received" hard 1100-1114 aluminum, wave speeds were obtained, . 

These wave speeds were determined from the traverse times at different 

levels of strain from diffraction gratings located at 1", 1^', 2", 

and 3^" from the impact face, on the stationary member of two identical 

specimens in free-flight symmetrical impact, 
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In the Taylor - von Karaan theory the wave speeds «hloh 

are ocnstant for each level of strain are given by the tangent modulus 

of the response funotion, i.e., o - y ^iftf^^      • Differenti- 

ating Bq. (36) we find for the wave speeds In the intemediate elastio- 

plastio region, Bq, (49). 

ft 

a rCe-ey'* (49) 

Differentiating Eq. (37) for the totally plastio region, 

we obtain Eq. (50). 

cp = r ft 

In Fig, 33 is shown a plot of 0, 

Op  V8 

^ <*(f -*c *etJu 

VB <S for 1100-H14 

6 in the intermediate 

(50) 

aluminum.  The dashed line is the 

region calculated from Eq, (49) which, except for strains in the 

immediate vicinity of the linear region, are in fair accord with 

observation.  The solid lines are the wave speeda for the totally 

plastio region determined from Eq. (50), for an outer yield surface 

occurring at 6* 0.015 As will be shown below, the 6 ,, for 

Eq, (3^) is determined from dynamic measurement. 

Prom this initial series of measurements one may anticipate 

that the observations and conclusions from the studies of the dynamic 

plasticity of the fully annealed metal may be extrapolated to the 

structural metal alloy, as was true for quasi-static loading. 

The Taylor - von Karman theory provides the interrelation 

between particle velocity and strain, Eq, (51)» 

/■ 
eU 

(51) 
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I 
Inaomuoh as the series of experiments on velocity-time 

profiles has not been completed, I an showing here, in Fig« 34» the 

relation between the known. I.e., the measured maxiinuo particle 

velocity, and the measured maxlaum strain« From 

Ö'Y and 

eo of Fig. 33, fro» 

£  as determined below, Eqs. (36) and (38) provided a value 

of Xj «= 1,128, ilightly higher than > TT - 1,114 for IT - 8. 'N IT 
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For the intermediate region, the ealoulated velooity^- 

strain relation is given by Eq, (52) vhioh includes the oontribution 

from the linear region, 

Vv ./.,«. Ä ~fT?"V 
(52) 

^^6c 

He see that to a velocity of approximately 1000 in/sec, prediction 

and ohservation are indeed in correlation.   At the «train in the 

vicinity of 2^, slightly beyond the dynamically determined outer 

yield surface, a marked change in behavior is observed.  This 

corresponds to a velocity, v , at the strain S      at the outer 

yield surface, Eq. (33)* (See schematic diagram, Fig. 1.) 

^-rt+rr? ("-'^ 
For all the calculations given here for 1100-H14 aluminum 

I have used XJJ - 1.128 and fa m y^^^ß m  6.7 x 104 psij 

or, II » 8 , r - 2 .   When  ▼ ^ ▼Q   *ho behavior 

is decidedly different from what would be anticipated if one were to 

continue to integrate the slopes into the totally plastic region. 

This is an important new discovery based solely in observation, namely, 

that when v > v  the maximum strain Is determined without reference 
o 

to either the linear elastic component or that of the intermediate 

recion, Eq. (52). 

As I have "hewn (see reference 8, section 4.30, pp. 646-649) 

for thi fully annealed metal, during plastic wave propagation there 

is a complete relaxation of the linear elastic portion.  Foir the 

structural metal alloys, as is seen from impact experiments in 

1100-H14 aluminum and 6061-T6 aluminum, when the Impact velocity 

exceeds that of the outer yield surface both the linear region 

and the intermediate elastic-plaatic region cease to appear. 

All the energy is contained in the totally plastic region. The 

maximum strain is not given by Eq, (53), but by Eq. (54). 
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TU (V 
(54) 

The maxinnm plastio strain so oaloulated ezoeeds that for vc when 

v is only slightly greater than v  and, depending upon the metal 

alloy, produoes marimun strains from 3 to 8 times greater than would 

bo anticipated if the linear and the intermediate regions had not 

been completely eliminated, 

fhis "eruptive" plastic deformation obviously is important 

in the impact of structures, since, in general, even for the high 

strength metal alloys, the critical velocity v  is relatively 

low. 

An interesting consequence is that when v > v0 » 

particularly for 11 ■ 0 or 2 , such as for 7075-T6, 2024-T3, 6061-T6, 

and 5083-H131 aluminum alloys, and for HF-1, 1095 e^d maraging steols, 

the slopes of the response function in the totally plastio region 

differ only slightly over a range of 10^ deformation.  If v is 

sufficiently high to produce, say, 10^ maximum strain with v > v 

we may introduce with very small error, the approximations of 

Eqs, (55) and (56). 

S/X^ where      CfA/a   =  |    ^^.y/a - ^p/zai    €/A   . where      c^,   =   |   rr^/f„ \ V* (55) 

V  -   ^p(v  6 where     CpN   » V   -jff—T. 
c v   . P '   ^^A (56) 

i,e,,   tp^- A^^PN  . 

For example, in Pig, 34, at an impact velocity of 8000 in/sec 

(in symmetrical impact a maximum particle velocity of 4000 in/sec), we 

obtain a maximum strain of ,235 from Eq, (54) and a predicted € x max 
of    ,221 from the approximation of Eq,  (55),  a difference of less than 

6£,    If an estimated average slope at a strain    ,1    above   €.        is used 

in Eq.  (55)»  the predicted strain from Eq.  (55) is    .231,  a difference 

of less than 2^o from the complete calculation. 
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This approximation for v ^ v  simplifieB oaloulations 

in struotxiral design problems with high velooity loading. 

The oaloulations for the intermediate region, E(is, (49) 

and (52), require that 6" y be knovn.  The first method of determin- 

ing this value was to examine the initial portion of the strain-time 

data.  Prom such an analysis of several tests at differe.it impaot 

velooities the value of £  ■ 0,00153 was obtained, whioh for a 

modulus E • 10,2 x 10 gives at the elas lo limit a stress of 

6~  « 15,600 psi, 

A more sensitive measure of the end of the linear region 

has been obtained from an experimental study of the time of contact. 

In my Handbuch der Physik treatise I traced the study of impaot on 

elastic bars in what I have referred to as the "Boltamann experiment" 

from Ludwig Boltzmann1 s first such measurements in 1881, to those in 

the present.  The Boltzmann experiment consists in the axial impact 

of identical rods hung in bifilar suspension.  The reason for a 

half century of intensive experimental study of the subject was that 

Boltzmann, and later Voigt and others, found that for the finite 

length rods considered, the one-dimensional bar theory of Saint-Venant 

was not in accord with experiment.  One of the parameters extensively 

studied by many of the participants in the three-quarters of a century 

controversy on this matter was the time of contact, t , or the 

measurement of the length of time the two specimens roraain contiguous, 

I have included a plot from the experimental results of 

Sears in 1926 on the duration of impact vs impact velocity, in which 

it may be seen that even in linear elasticity there is a rapid 

increase in the time of contact as the impact velocity decreases, 

(Pig. 35). 

On the other hand, during plastic deformation, as I have 
2 27 

shown in earlier papers, *  the time of contact increases with 

increasing impact velooity in the plastic region,   A series of 

experiments were performed in which the duration of contact in the 

symmetrical impact was determined optically. The impact velocities 

ranged from values known to be in the linear elastic region to 

relatively high values which produced plastic deformation. These 

data are shown as circles in Pig. 36, 
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At a velocity of v - 2 90 in/seo there is a ohange from the linear 

elastic data of Sears (see Pig, 33)I the linear region ends (dashed 

line) and the increasing time of oontaot of the plastic region begins 

(solid line).  This velocity of v - 290 in/sec corresponds to an 

elastic limit 6"Y - 14,850 psi and a strain <^y - O.OOI46. This 

is somewhat below the less accurate value, 6" y ■ 0.00153 , obtained 

from the examination of the initial portion of wave profiles 

determined from diffraction gratings. 

The time of contact data are fairly simply determined, 

as are the data on the coefficient of restitution, i.e,^ 

e = - /£e^ive_velocityaf tei^impaot \   The        obtain_ 
I relative velocity before impact/ 

ing data on the coefficient of restitution has been described in 

several papers » ^* '  and consists in allowing; a thin uniform 

li^ht field on one side of a specimen to be interrupted by the 

colliding specimen.  As the hitter specimen approaches the stationary 

specimen, there is a decrease in light| the calibrated slope of the 

decrease cives the relative velocity before impact.  During impact 

no light is emitted, and after impact the increase in light on 

separation of the specimens provides the relative velocity. 

Monitoring the light with a photomultiplier tube in a properly 

calibrated experiment, one obtains the result shown in Pir:, 37, 
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The ooeffioient of restitution also is determined by the use 

of paired contact -wires and eleotronio oounters, one pair on the 

hitter speoioen Just prior to oontaot and the other pair on the 

struck specimen Just after impact.  The solid line in Fig. 38 is the 

early calculation for £ which, as is shown, may he extended to determine 

the coefficient of restitution of a hardened metal alloy. In those same 

papers I showed purely empirically that it also was possible to 

calculate the time of contact for the fully annealed metal at all 

impact velocities.  In 1970 in a lengthy computer calculation 
26 with N. Cristesou       this empirical prediction was found to be 

consistent with my earlier prediction, Eq.  (59)» 

-^        m      -f             where L ■ longth of 
C     ^P v—a*/ specimen    (59) 

Per the metal alloy, however, the behavior of the specimens 

at the time of contact does not correlate witn 2q. (59)» at least for 

maximum particle velocities below 2000 in/sec in 1100-1114 aluminum, 

as an inspection of Pig. 39 reveals. 

In Pig, 39 the measured time of contact for the fully 

annealed metal is compared with that for the rrotal alloy.  The 

solid line for the former is the prediction from Eq. (59).  The 

fully annealed metal was 1100 aluminum annealed for two hours at 

1100 P and furnace cooled, while the metal alloy was the same solid, 

aluminum, tested in the as-roceived condition. 
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That the unloading problem Indeed is oomplloated in the 
metal alloy may be seen from a oomparlaon of the measured permanent 
deformation of speoimens of the same lenjth subjeoted to different 
impact velocities.     In Fig» 40 is shown the permanent strain distri- 
bution determined for a specimen in symmetrical impact, having a 
maximum particle velocity of 2600 in/sec •      Before and after measure- 
ments nere made of the diameters and the lengths of the specimens» 
Assuming that the axial strain is twice the radial strain, as is shown 
in the diffraction grating measurements of surface angle referred to 
above, and as is implied in Eq,  (l), the maximum strain for this 
impact velocity is, in fact, that which is measured in the immediate 
vicinity of the impact face« 

In Fig, 41 is shown the permanent strain distribution for 
specimens of 110O-II14 hard aluminum.      The penetration of the plastic 
deformation la as   X/L   for specimens of different lengths having 
the same impact velocity.      This observation is consistent with 
the result obtained from diffraction grating measurements, namely 
that visccplaaticity effects are negligible in this metal alloy. 
It deiiionatxetea, tfeej. that for the hardened metal,  as had been found 
earlier for the fully annealed metal,  the unloading phenomenon 
from free end reflection is also as    X/L,    i.e.,  non-viscous. 

Approximately fifteen years ago, for the fully annealed 
metals, I made an extensive study of the energy balance during, 
and at the end of impact.      As was shown at the time,  a correlation 
of better than 2?S could be obtained.2» ^'^ 
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1 nor« interesting illturtration, MstorioaHy and praotioally, 
and but one example among many vhioh I have found for work hardened 
metal alloys employing the theory of plasticity described above, is 
the following,      Two 1100 P, as-reoeived hard bars in free flight, 
with a symmetrical impact at a maximum particle velocity   v   of 
1330 in/sec (i.e.,    v„ * 2100 in/seo), gave a maximum strain of 6J0 
near the Impact face, a distribution of final permanent strain as 
shown in Pig» 42,  and a pre-lmpaot kinetic energy of 3560 in,lbs. 

Test 1481 
1100 F Aluminum 

as received 

Pigtig 

Integrati0n of Eq, (36)     provided a measure of the energy of 
deformation until the strain reached its value at the outer yield 
surface, i,e,^* 1,5^ plastic strain;   and integration of Eq, (37) in 
the same manner provided such a measure for the totally plastic 
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dsfornation from the outer yield »urfaoe to the maziBum strain 

of 6^.     The diameter of the bare waa   0.990 inohea and the Initial 

length «aa   5.0 Inohea.     From the data of Fig. 43 and the above 

integration, the dlatrlbutlon of the energy of post-impaot deforma- 

tion of Fig. 44 was determined. 
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Fig. 41 
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Sunning this deformation energy provided a value of 

848 in.lba, in eaoh epeoimen for a total permanent deformation 

energy of 1696 in.lba.  ▲ measured ooeffioient of restitution of 

e ■ 0.17 «as obtained from electrically monitoring the velocity 

of the projectile Just prior to impact and the velocity of the struck 

epeoimen Just after impact.  This measurement «as independently 

crose-checked for both specimens from the optical measurement of 

the time of contact» t •  The final velocity of the projectile 

was 1120 in/sec and of the struck bar 1580 in/sec, giving final 

total kinetic energies of 614 in.lbs. and 1220 in,lbs,, respectively. 

Summing the post-impact energies, we find a total energy 

of 3330 in,lbs., which may be compared with the pre-impact total 

kinetic energy given above, 3360 in.lbs., a difference of less 

than I5S, 

This resolution of a 19th century aspiration in dynamic 

plasticity is of historical interest in emphasizing the difficulties 

of realizing such a dream before it was possible to have mid-20th 

century developments In the experiment and theory of dispersive 

traves of finite amplitude* 

24.27 
Fourteen years ago I showed T '•  from experiment that the 

Lee theory  cf unloading waveo described the unloading process for 

the fully annealed metal.  That the same theory is applicable to 

the structural metal alloy is indicated by the illustration which 

follows. 

For the Lee theory,  the reflected unloading wave moving 

at linear elastic wave speeds is absorbed on encountering the slower 

moving plastic wave.    In 1106*8 Eq, (60) for the fully annealed metal, 

£5  -    designates the stress before intersection}   £".     is the stress 

after the intersection}    T    is the elastic limit}    C   is the mass 

densl y} iB ^Q elastic wave speed} and   v«    is the particle 

velocity for the plastic component Just prior to intersection of 

the two wave fronts» 

^ - ^0    -     :    (60) 
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For the struotural metal alloy, Eq« (60) beoomee Eq. (61), 

(61) 

For complete absorption,    2Y - f\* /Oc0Mb-<rB). 

No computer oaloulatlons uain^ the Lee theory have as yet 

been made for the struotural metal alloys such as the investißati^n 

of fully annealed aluminum by Cristesou and Bell.   However, ve 

note that for HOOF "as-rooeived" aluminum with Y - 14850 psi, 

A,T - 1.128, /(?a - 6,7 x  104 psi, and <TJT ■ 22600 psi as given 

above, Sq,(6l) provides for GT* ^£ 1 ^•e*t  complete absorption, 

a velocity for the totally plastio region of v- ■ 1016 iit/seo and 

01 - 28,934 rei. This corresponds to a strain in Fig, 45 of 0.052 

at the end of the horizontal plateau. A oaloulatioBi at the end of 

the intermediate region reveals that complete.-absorption has not yet 

occurred. Thus, for all impact velocities below vc , as may be seen 

in Fig, 45, the partially absorbed unloading wave reaches the impaot 

face at a time of  2L/o0 . In the totally plastic region the 

unloading is delayed by the complete absorption of the initial rofloctel 

clastic wave front. 
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The problem of estimating the absorption of energy beoomes 

more oomplloated when the Impacted struotuxe Is In contact with other 

metals which either remain elastic or, ufaen plastic, are of some 

material for which the parabola ooefflolents are different on 

either side of the interface contact. 

In such a case, the plastic wave in a very complex 

non-linear manner is reflooted as additional loading back into the 

oncoming original wave.  The total amount of plastic deformation 

is increased, as are the duration of loading and, through higher 

total stresses and plastic strains, the probability of dynamic 

buckling and the accompanying large distcrtlou of the member« 

Unloading will not occur until the transmitted wave in the adjacent 

member, whether plastic or elastic, encounters a free surface or 

surfaces, and reflects a component of the unloading wave across 

the interface. 

In a series of measurements of various types performed 

several years ago, which I have not found time to publish, the 

details of this type of behavior are outlined.  Although this 

sort of study has not yet been extended to the work-hardened metals, 

it seems quite probable that such a projection is feasible* 

If the struck specimen is not a cylinder of equal diameter 

throughout its length, but has a section of larger or smaller 

diameter occurring at some distance along its length, the problem 

a^ain is oomplloated beyond the simple situation.  If the second 

section is smaller, the reflected wave unloads the plastic wave in 

the first peotlon and produces much larger plastic deformation in 

the second.  However, with the reverse situation, the reflected 

wave provides additional loading in the initial section. 

Several years ago I examined this latter situation experi- 

mentally in connection with a series of measurements on dynamic 

plastic buckling, which also are to be published in the near future. 

The dlaneters of specimens of solid cylinders were changed, but the 

impact velocity was kept constant.  As tho diameters decreased, the 

distance from the impact face at which buckling occurred also decreased. 

This behavior could be observed by means of diffraction grating 

measurements during the propagation of the waves, and also by 
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obMrvlng the deformed epeoimene after impaot.  When I etudied 

speolnene which had the same total length but had an inorease in 

diameter at some poeition approximately midnay along the epeoimen, 

the dletanoe along the epeoimen at nhioh buokling began was unaltered 

yet the magnitude of the angular distoreion observed both during 

impaot and after impaot was greatly inoreased, 

A oonparison of poat-impaot results is shown in Pig, 46 

for three experiments in annealed, aluminum,  Tho spocimens were 

O.483 inohes in diameter and 16 inohea long, and the projeotile velocity 

was vH . 1600 in/sec.  In Pig. 46, tho oaloulatod point of dynamio 

buokling is shown by dashed lines. 
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dynamic buckling 
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30,720 lines/inch 
diffraction grating 
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FACE 

STRUCK 
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Z found that the dlatanoe from the impact faoe at «hloh 

such buokllng began «aa detemlnable from the introduotion of the 

Engeaaer tangent modulus into the Euler buckling formula for fixed 

ends in each specimen.  In this instance d (T/d € - C^m'  * The 

tangent modulus is considered in terms of the wave speed, o , of 

the maximum stress from the parabolic response function I earlier 

ha.l found to govern the dynamic plastic behavior«  Experimental 

results in 0.463 inch, 0,842 incb, and 1.000 inch diameter aluminum 

specimens were used to predict accurately the point of the beginning 

of the small buckling observed in specimens of annealed copper 

1.000 inches in diameter, 20 inches long.  In these calculations 

the length of the specimen is important because the amount of 

observed angular distortion depends upon the duration of impact, 

or the time of oontact, which in turn depends upon the unloading 

waves and thus the length of the specimen. 

The place where such buckling begins depends only upon 

the impact velocity or the maximum stress and its corresponding 

dynamic tangent modulus as given by the appropriate parabolic 

response function.  The two experiments which have been performed 

with an awareness of this background in the fully annealed solid 

are insufficient to warrant declaring that the dynamic buckling 

of structural metals in the as-received condition is equally 

amenable to such an analysis, but the experiments are consistent 

with the anticipation that this indeed will be the case. 

Summary 

In the above it has been shorn from an analysis of 

approximately 200 quasi-static and impact tests on 16 meted alloys 

that a new, unified theory of plasticity is capable of defining 

the details of large deformation for arbitrary loading paths in 

the two-dimensional domain.  For simple compression it is 

extendible to the high strain rates of plastic wave propagation. 

The new theory is based on the discovery of a distribution of 
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stable material states for the Mtal alloy, Intimately related to 

the second-order transition structure   Z discovered many years ago 

and applied to the continuing deformation of the single crystal 

and the fully annealed polycrystal» 

A further discovery in this work is that there exist 

two regions of deformation»      the intermediate   and the totally plastic 

regions bounded by an outer yield surface.     Detailed constitutive 

statements are provided for both regions so that strain, irrespective 

of whether or not the arbitrary loading path is proportional or 
non-proportional among the stress components, may be given accurately 

from zero strain to ultimate stress« 

Furthermore, in dynamic plasticity when the impact velocity 

is sufficiently Ugh so that the deformation reaches the outer yield 

surface, I have discovered that there is an "eruptive" plastic 

deformation for which maximum strains may be from three to eight 

times higher than anticipated from the measurement of slopes of 

the response function in the linear elastic and in the intermediate 

elastic-plastio regions. 

The parabola coefficients contain the temperature 
dependence and material dependence in the same manner as had been 

sho-wn earlier for the fully annealed metals for which a class of 

27 metals were seen to have unified response functions, i.e., 

given Iznown parameters such as the melting point and the shear 

modulus at the zero point, one may be predicted from the other. 

The uniform stress distributions employed in the experiments 
discussed here have provided the constitutive equations for the 

engineering analysis of structural problems«     In such problems 
when stress and strain are distributed in the solid, and the zones 

oorsfe:spending to the inner and the outer yield surfaces are proaont 
sinoe the entire solid does not arrive at theoretical values 
simultaneously,  the non-linear problems in applied mechanics will. 
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of course, depend upon the euooeeeful applloation of these reetilte 

to computer analjraee* 
■ 

Now that an ezperloentalljr baeed general theory of 
plaetioity provide! a set of reliable oonstitutive eciuatiane for 
important struotural metal alloya, the main problem« lie In the 
field of applied mechanics in term« of proper computer analyses 
of problems in distributed stress which contains regions bounded 
by two yield surfaces and two regions of plastic deformation. 
Both the regions of plastic deformation, and their boundary at 
the outer yield surface, now are well understood« 
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